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CHAP'EBR 8 

Time, Change, Causality and the World - Process 

McTaggart;; l').as. -=? .. a,tsi i;h,p.t t.ime requires change, and change 

is to be found only in the A-series • 5o the A-series is 

essential for time. .rhere are philosophers who say that time 

cannot exist without cqange. Aristotle did not distinguish 

clearly enough between the dynamic and the static aspects of 

time. His account 1 , hO\--Jever, presupposes the flow of time 

from the future, through the present, to tne past. Hc'.ra§Q'~t • s 

charge of contradiction, involved in the conception of. a 

flowing time, have been. discussed c:horoughly (in Chapter 6). 

·rhere are scme thinkers who have sought to ayoid th~ contra

diction by expressing 'the flowing attributes of pq.st ,. presen·t 

and future in a static language.· Against them it has been 

urged that such expressions do not fulfil the requirements 

of an ideal language (in Chapter 7). Some thinkers have 



di.scredited the. noti.on ... of .:temporal flow, especially the 
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notion of presentnes·s, on the basis of the theory of relati-

vity. It has been pointed out (in Chapter 7) that this 

theory does not give a. complete account of time. It may 

also be pointed out that the delativity theory relativises 

the fla.ving and non-flo.ving C:Jnceptions af.il<;e. 

It could be said that in scme sense the notions of past, 

present and future are egocentric. To say that scme event 

is past} is to say that it occurred before •this time •, where 

• this • essentially refers to an utterer or percei,ver. But it 

does not mean ·that if there were no conscious beings in the 

world, there \·Jould have been no .past, present and future. 

~'Je could imagine a' situation in which there would be no 

beings vJitn temooral consciousness., bu;t where scme events .. ' 

\-JOUl d already be over when some ot11er even·t s are occu.cring or 

yet to occur. 

Plato admitted that time came into being with celestial 

motion, for without such motion there woutd be no days, 

nights, moments or years. He said that the planets are the 

bodies which had helped to produce time,2 • 

Aristotle too said that titne requires change. To quote 

him 



••aut time is not wi thbut chCi\lge1 for \vhen 
we do not ourselves change. at all· in our 
thoughts~ or fail to'recogn{se that we · 
are changing, vJe O.o not think that time· 
has elapsed ••• if the now 'was not a 
different one, but was one and ~he same, 
there would have been no time, so also 
when it is not recognized as ,being 
different, the interval is not belieyed 
to be time ,,3. I , 
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One might argue that pere Aristot'le has illegitimately 

drawn an ontological. conclu~ion from an .epistemological 

premise - that we notice time QJ;J.],y when' we notice' change; 

therefore, time does no:t exist .without change. 

In answer to the argument it might be po'inted out that 

to draw this conclusion frun the given premise, two addition-

al premises are required . 

(i) that changeless time would in principle remain 

undetectable~· This is very close to what 

Ari'st6tle ha's' 'actuall'y said; 

(ii) the. o~her . .PJ:i:_~mt.s:!= i.~ ve.rific?t i onist,. that it is 

meaningles;:; to ~:-~ostulate undetectable times. 

For such undetectable times could not meaningfully 

be called·long or short. Then they could not at 

all meaningfully be called periods of time. 

Shoemaker4 challenges the premise (i) that without 

change time could not be detect~d. He argues that in some 
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c;a,ses cnang,e) .. ~s,s periOQ..$ 9f .time .. could 'be deteGted. 'Ihe 

ci.r:cumstances postulated by ;3hoemaker are highly complica,ted. 

To understand hi.s .. a,rgurnent let us imag.ine a simi,Jler situation 

in which somebody watches through a narrow window on a winciless 

day. b."Very thing within this narrow field Q:E vision may seem 

to be absolutely ch'angeless. In the same way, everypody 

could report that he has seen eV~fything·, even clocks frozen 

for a while. He might have not.ic~d no changes even within 

himself. ·rnis seems to· be a case of a titne without changes 

being detected. 

'IWo Objections might be raised against this argument 

(i) if this changeless period of time is to be expe:rienced 

as having any duration, the thoughts of the observer 

will have to .change. .r:..ven if it be granted ·that the 

psychological state of the observer does not change, ·the 

propositions by. means of whicl1 he expr~sses his mental 

state will have to change with reference to the 

which will keep shifting during the period. 

•·now' 
' 

(ii) it might also be stated that no one can observe that 

his mind has just beccme frozen, for;: such a thought is 

self-refuting. 

Shoemaker'• s argument ppstu.lates unusual circumstances 

such that there might be some pockets of freeze suggesting 

the existence of time without cha,nge. But none of these 
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periods oc·tiriie would be ·d~tectab1e if there w·ere h"o changes. 

As regards the ?econ::lpremise (ii) we might ;cef!"!r·to 

Leibniz • s argument th~t, .it makes no sense to postulate empt'!Y 

t~m.e prior t;o .th~ existElqce of t;he, world. 

Leibniz5 criticised clewton's absol~tist view that time 

exists independe."1tiy of change. According to him, the 

question 
1 

why did God not ·create the world earlier 1 makes 

sense only if the absolutist'9 point of viqw were true. For 

then there would exist- a time prior to ti1e creation of the 

world)and the questio~ of shifting the entire history of the 

world back to an earlier period of t.hat premundane time would 

make any sense. .t3ut that 1 in. t~rn 1 woul.d amount to saying 

that the Ne\vt oni ans make God act \vi thout suf-ficient ·reason .• 

With such arguments as these, Leibniz renders time simply as a 

relation betl.veen events. I'his view of Leibniz entails that 

the existence of time requires ~he existence of change. 

Aristotle real;ised tl)at it is ver:y hard to define time 

wi thO-.lt making some reference to change. In his definition 

of time he says ·that :time is countable in change in respect 

of before and after. He also says that if time exists , 

beginninglessly, so does also change. Aristotle·• s thesis 

thus appears to suggest that time ~d change are mutually 

dependent. 
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.Determinism; · 'rncieterrnin.l.'sm and ··remporal Passage 

·rhe conc~pt. of .t.empo.r.al b,eccming :;mggests ,s:i,.gnifi~ant 

ontological differences bet,.-~een the P(lSt and the fu·ture. 

The future signifies a realm of e,ossibiliti~.~ Jwhile the 
' ' ' 

past signifies a realm. of actu~liti~.. The future is as 

yet undetermined; the·, present is the moment of beccming when 

the events become det'ermined; and the past is detennined. 

This implies that the past history o£ .Q.Q.Y, system does not 

provide enough information as to its future pOqpibilities. 

But in the detenninistic conception of the B-theorists the 

future is as determined as the past is. it remains· .. unknown 

due to the limitation of our knowledge. All event~ ~e in 

permanent relations with one another.· Thus· in this concep-

tion, the distinction bet\veen the past, present and future 
' ' 

is merged into an all-embracing timeless • now• in \vhich the 

passage of nature as well as of time is suspended. 

Indeterminism, on the other hand, corroborates the 

unsophisticated commonsense view of temporal passage. The 

transitional nature of time and the em~rgenc:;e of novelty is 

closely connected with indeterminism. .So any theory about 

the nature and status of time depends ul tima-J;:ely on the 

choice between ·the two. ~ival interpretations of ·the "world 

-process, that is, between O.eterminism and inde'terininism. 

The emergence of novel·ty is incompatible with the preexist-

ence of the future. In a dynamic· world the future means 
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potentiality. Modern process pl;lilosophers from James to 

~..Jhitehead have insisted on this 'fa.ct ~ Aristotle too insisted 

tha.t the law of excluded middle i~ inq.pplicable to' future 

situations. 'l'o recognise the .realm of possibilities is to 

recognise the dynamic or creative aspect of the universe. 

This is, in Whitehead's expression, •the creative' advance of 

nature• 6 • And Bergson insisted on the,tempQral incomplete

ness of the universe. In 'a detenninistic theory the world is 
I 

a logically fixed pattern having ·no rD:Jm for. the passage of 

time. Indeterminism, ?n the otherhand; explains the passage 

of time as the transformation of possibilities into actual 

events. 

In the opinio~. of . -t;:h~. n,in¢teenth centul.-y d\=t.errninists, 

Laplace and his foll'pwers, the affirmation of real novelty 

is equivalent to the recognition of a miraculous creatio ex 

nihilo. But 'Bergson 7 pointed out that the present moment i 

is. not a ~at.i~~~hilo, it • is· th~ passage from tl1e past 

moment to the present one. VJhitehead8 expresses it as t11e 

becc:ming of cont·inui:St: inst.ead of a rigid timel'ess 

implication of the deterministic principle. 'lhe individua-

li ty of the present moment, that is, its presentne.s~ can only 

be explained by this double :Ee'ature of novelty and its 

dynamic cohesion \·1ith.the anteri()r phases. In this manner, 
··, 

Whitehead says, the future emerges not ex· nihilo, but from a 

particular present state. Predictability of sqme of it:s 

features can be explained only in this way. 
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It might thus be said that the ful:t explanation of a 

" 

present event goes beyond itself. The . pres.eht. event seems 
'• 

to be intelligible wj,th .. .r;-eference to ' relation its to the 

past. 
' 'rhis shO\·JS that the concept of causality is closely 

connected with the concept of time. 

Time and Causality 

Causality involves· succession. But it is not a bare 

succession of· di·screte phenomenc.. · 'l'he es::;;ence of causality 

consists in the denial of the emergence· of the wholly ne\..; · 

effect. In ocher ·\~or'd~, 'the p'rinc~ple o£ causality apserts 

the existence of the· effect in t.he cause prior to its 

origination. 

In naive realism· of the Nya'ya system, however, the 

effect is non-existent before it is actually produced. It 

is a new product al t cgether· different ~rom the cause:. 'rhe 

effect merely succeeds the cause in time·. Our ,experience 
. ' 

does not reveal any causal link or Objective necessity 

underlying the succession of phenomena. Caus~l relation has 

thus been reduced to a mere cont;i.ngent r~lation in th,is 

concept iOtl, for v-1hich a palm tree coul¢ be expected to grow 

frcrn an acorn. 

'l'he empiriccl outlook of the Nyay<;i'-thinkers reminds us 

of David Hume. Hume ·sought to reduce. causal order to 

temporal order. In his view,, causalit::r is not11ing but the 
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invariable succession of one event after another. dut it 

mioht be argued that invariable succ~ssi,or1 between two even-cs 
• ;;J• • '·' 'I o ' ' I I ' '> ' 'I 

is neither a su:tficient. nor a necessary condition f9r 

es-t;:ablish.tng 9-. c,a,us.a),. gQnf:!<?,.ctis:n between two events. 

In the Samkhya parinama-vada the.effect is regarded as . 
potentially present in the ca~se. ,f)arii?-am9- is a process of 

beccrning. ·fue effect is a parir:arna of the cause - it is the 

cause transmuted. So the effect is not altogether different 

frcm the cause. In the process :of' becoming the cause, 

through successive transformati 9ns, emerges as the eft'ect. 

In other words, the effect is the cause at a later stage, or 

conversely, the cause is an earlier stage of the effect. 

Only a combination of different 'factors is necessary to bring 

abrut the effect. 'I'hus in pari~ama-va.da cau.sality has been 

explained in terms of the procesp of time • 

.aut with these two opp.osed theories - the asatkaryavad1 
'10 '' 

of the Nyaya-system an'd satkarl_ava~~ of the Sainky~s,, we are 

placed between the horns of a dilemma. II fhere iS 11 , aS. 

Bradley observes, 11no escape from this fundamental clilemrna"11 . 

Either the effect is different .. ~rem or 
identical with the cause. · 

If the former, the existence· of the effect ·remains 

unintelligible'; but if the .latter, effectuation beccmes a 
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meaningless process. 

". 
Acc'o~d.i~g· t·a· Br:adley, the effect c·annot be a development 

of the cause if it i~ different from it, and if identical 

with it, causati.on does not exist and its assertion beccme
1
s 

. a farce·. Bradley rejects the idea of p,otential existence as 

a solution to the problem of time. :b'or. he ·thinks that it is 

a compromise betwe'en existence and non-existence, a makeshif·t, 
...... 1 ..... 

a restatement of the problem o£ time. l£ time is the prin-

ciple of change, it must admit of the dist:inction of past, 

present and future.. dut if these distinctions are maintained, 

time converts itself ·into a paradox : the present al<;me exists 

while the past is no.longer and the futu~e ·is not yet. And 

yet there is a sense in which the past and the fu~ure are 

still there. Bradley. appears to be perplexe¢1 l?Y the 

Augustinian puzzle that time loses its meaning \vithout the 

past, present a~d future, but their modes of being ·?annat be 

made intelligible. The same probl~n arises with regard to 

causation : if the potential alreq.dy. exists·, there is no 

special significance in its becoming actual; if it is 

non-existent, . causality. would mean a leap from existence 

t . 12 o non-ex1stence • 

To solve this paradox ~uropean absolutists have 

sustituted the concepts of gro~nd and ~~ent for cause 

and effect. 'l'he temporal relation has thus been replaced by 

the logical relation. 'lney have allesJ~d ·that scienc·e 

'· ·' 
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arbitrarily assumes for its practical p~rpose that each event 

can be understood by a backv,rard reference -co an event 

arbitrarily singled out and called the cause. Causation in 

science means a series of events which are the earlier and 

1 ater stages of a continuous process. .:3ut the Principle of 

Causality, the absolutist contends, is a limited application 

in the field of science of the Principle of Ground and 

Consequent. According to this principle ''the v.JhCDle of 

existence is a single coherent system in which every part is 

determined by the nature of the whole 

'I'his attempt to convert the temporal relation of cause 

and effect into a logical relation seeks to retain the 

static aspect of time by denying ~ts dyn~~ic aspect. 

In .dradley • s an alys,is all ~hases of our experience have 

been reduced to contradictions. And ultimately he refers 

all of them to the Absolute in the hope that the con:trachc-

tions will be resolyed. aut this is, as James remarks, 

"making a luxury of .intellectual defeat •• 14 . ·~ Bradley 

says, is an appearance, yet when referred to the Absolute 

"its temporal nature ?-oes not there wholly cease to existi, 

but is thoroughly transmuted''. It appears that. for Bradley, 

time with e.ll its features is possessed l;:ly the Absolute 

which is time~e?s.: ... 1;!~- t!J.":n goes on ·to say further tha,t the 

Absolute possesses t,ime as an isolated aspect, "an aspect 

which in ceasing to be isolated, loses its special 

character••15 • 
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'i 

This analysis seems quite upintelligible. Is the special 

character of time merged or lost :l.n the· AQsolute ? +here is 
' ' 

an awbiguity in Bradley's a.J;1alysi,s \vith regard to th-?-s 

question. It appears that Bradley's s.o1~1tion of the' p.J;:-oblem 

of time is hardly effective. His absolutism s~ems to be 

infructuous in showing a way out of the riddles of time. 

Bradley holds that thought generat:es contrq.dictions. And he 

finds it ccmfortable to thi'nk that, contradictions could be 

overcome by shifting the reference from the finite to the 

infinite. Hence, it mig.ht be said, that Bradl,ey• s att.ernpt to 

solve the paradoxes of, experience defeats its own purpose. 

'I'he Advaita thinkers were caut~cus to rei'terate that i;he 

static immutable Brahman or Abs9lute as the GF"oun~ cannot 

logically entail change and transieBce as its consequence. 

According to their theory of causation· :·the Ground alon·e is 
'I• , 1 

real and the consequence ill,us ory., The process of effectua-

tion is also illusory. 

'l'h Adv 't t' f t' ' -d l6 e al a neory o causa lOn, Vlvartava a identifies --··-----) 
the finite with the infinite through the negation of its 

' 

finitude. 'l'he indi~idua;L exist,s only for the sake of the 

Absolute. His indiv~duality is an illusion artd his existence 

ontologically meaningless. 

rehearsal of the Absolute. 

l'he temporal world is a barren 

'lhe world with its irrcnense 

varieties of changing colours and soun,ds, pleasures ·and pains, 
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beauty and ugliness, i.s nothing but a sho\-v without a signifi-
• • " • ' 1~ ... ' 

cance. .E'or the Vedantic absolutists, idealists as they are, 

time is an appearance, unrelated to reality. 

Temporalists, on the other hand, maintain that .r:eality 

is essentially temporal. ·rhe idea of a st.::J.tic timeless reality 

is due to the erroneous habit of the intellect. For a 

consisten·t temporalist reality is a proces·s. In the Indian 

philosophical tradition Buddhism is a temporalist philosophy. 

In the Buddhist empirical outlook change is an essential 

feature of the universe. For no Buddhist school time is a 

substantive reality. 

Causality is the.central ph~losophy of early Buddhism. The 

recognition that everyth,.:i .. ng in this world is causally produced, 

. . 17 
and hence condi-cioned anci lmpennanent,, led to the specula-

tion regarding time. In the 3uddhist theory of Instantaneous 

Bei_lf..9..18 the reality of a substantial space and substantial 
I 

time is denied; the point-instant of efficiency is not only 

asserted, but it is claimed to be the only r~ality. For the 

Buddhist time and space are nothing, since we can observe 

only events and things, which on this thesis are nothing but 

the point-instants. 

'l'he theory of Instantaneous Being is expressed by 
/ . 
~- t . . . 19 . . 
~-~~ak~l~ ln the qlc-tum that. th~~~eni~.5~:.£X._~hi!]_<J.. 

E.~res~12.~~~~~m·. annihilation, . that every morn<~nta.r.y 
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thing is annihilated as soon as it appears. 'dith Santaraksita, 

Kamala£'ila20 says that all things, that are obj e·cts 9f scme 

purposive actions are instan·taneous. It has also been, 

emphasised that the capacity of being an object .of a purposive 

0 21 
action is the essential feature of real~ty But such a 

thing beccmes efficient only in the l a~.t rncment. .F'o~ example, 

when a seed is transfo.nned ipto a sprout, this occurs in the last 

moment of the seed; that is' to say, an.object'.can produce 

something when ·it has reached the last manent of its 

existence. 

'l'hus, according to the 3uddhists, the world is a process 

of discrete iristari.taneou.s manents; and causality iS the 

interdependence of the moments following one another, and it 

is that which evokes the illusion of stability or duration. 

We are .. fami.liar with such a con·ception of universal 

flu::~ .i.n the philosophy of heraclitus in early Greek thought • 

. In Bergson '"'e ·find.-a .. m'Gde-rn version oi the same theory~ For 

Bergs on existence means cops~ ant change. .Jut it is also to 

be noted that the ultimate aim of Bergson is .to esta!Jlish a 

real duration and a 'real time, •for he is a realist~ He 

compares our intellect ,,,ith a cinematogr~ph which reconstitu-

tes a movP-ment out of mcmentary .st?-tic snapshots. He says 

that motion cannot be compounded of immobiiities. An · 

instaneous moment is, according to BergsOn, an artificial 

construction of thought~ For the Buddhist, on the other 
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hand, duration is a construction, while instaneous moments 

are only real. ·.rhe theory of constant change is also found 

in o-ther Indian system of thought. ·~he s-amkhyas assllined 

eternal matter alone as ult~mately real which itself ls 

constantly changing. The Yoga system maintains tlf.a.t the 

world is the process of constantly changing qualities of a 

permanent substance. The 3Uddhists of ~ourse deny the 

reality of an eternal matter or enduring substance. 

The radical stand point of the buddhists seems to have. 

arisen as a protest against the monism of the UL_;ani:;>ads and 

of the samkhyas, which led ·them ~0 assert the exclusive 

reality of the minutest elements of existence. AS it is 
. . . 

well known, the 1v1adhyamikas did not accept this theory o£ the 

reality of the supposed point-instants of existence, for they 

declared everyseparate, object and every notion to be 

di?lectic~, .re:j.ative apd illusory. ·l'he theory of absolute 

change received attacRs from the school of Sarvastivadins 1 

who con·tend that the .. theor..y implies that only the present 

exists, for the past· exists no more, t<he future also does not 

exist. 'l"'he sar-Vastivadins object that the p~esent has its 

' 2? roots in the past and its consequences in the future~. 

It is to be pointed out that· the theory of the 

Sarvastivadins, that everything· exists, has· its source in 

early upani?adic conception. Ln early 0lid~1ist texts this 
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is referred to as the theory of self-causation. 
II' . 

It referes 

to the belief in a self considered to be._essence of 

everything. 1'hus 1 eve:i:ything .exists 1 means· that the 

essence of everything.exists. 'l'his -a~ain .. le;id. to the ·view 

that the effect preexists in the cause, t_he future in t'he 

present. .Such a strictly detern1ined causal princiJ?le would 

mean that we can by examining the. pr-esent I predict with 
I -

absolute certainty what will happen in· tne future, for the 

future is hidden in the pres~nt. :L'his ultimately amount-s to 

saying that temporality is an il.-Lt.+sion. 

But the Buddha's theory of causality, o£ Dependent 

Origination, does not seem to be ~ 'fonn of strict determinism 

o£ this sort: -- When this exis.ts, tnat comes to be - the 

very use of 'when' he~~·is Sufficient to show that the future 

cannot be predicated with absolute certainty. On the bas'is 

of inductive reasoning the Buddha inferred the future validity 

of the causal principle. He also made the prediction that a 

person who has eliminated craving and _thus attained, 

enlightenment will not ·be reborn. Time is c·on c e.i y e d a$_ the 
'' '' ... 

m~diator between the past 1 _present and £uture. Since that 

whicl1 is born, death is a matter of time. .E'or this reason 

time assumes the position' of t-1a~a, the pers'onification .of 

death. 'l'hough ordinar,v human beings are under the spell of 

time, yet one who has ·attained enlightenment is able to 

overccme time. ·.rhis doe9. not meari that .. he, attains a st,.::J::8 
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of permanent 'exist'ence., :tt means that he is ~.Le' to put an 

' 
end to cont:inued becoming. Ihus immortality in early 

Buddhism becomes a synonym of no-rebirth. He who has over-

come the process of becom.ing also overcprnes time, for there 

h f b 
. 23 

is no time apart from t e process o ecom~ng 

It might·· be· obs·e:tved ·in this context that, though 

. Buddhism is a temporalist philosophy, the ultimate goal of 

the Buddha 1 s philosophy is indistinguishable from that of 

the Indian absolutists.; For all the systems of Indian 

philosophy, realist or idealist, absolutist or temporalist, 

except for the Carvaka materialist;s, the ultimate goal of 

knO\vledge is liberation ··or moksa or nirvana • 

.rime and Reality 

·Ihe a-ctitude o£ scme contemporary philosophers stands 

in marked contrast to that of the absol1,.1te idealists and 

Buddhist temporal i sts. For they' have taken time seriously 

and made it integral to reality. ern Bergson Is temporalist 

philosophy duration becomes the very stuff o£ reality. 

La D.lree, Bergson says, is 11 the continuous progress of the 

past which gnaws into the future and which s1vells 'as it 

25 advances '1 
• According to Bergson, reality is creative 

thro~~~d throu~; its essence consists in multitudinous 

novel expressions. For him time has. become so important that 
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he identifies it with r~ali ty. Among moc;:lern philosophers he 

is perhaps the first philosopher to rea_lis.e ·the gre~t 

importance of process beiqg integral to realit~. 

Alexander25 , the neorealisu~ tries to unify physical 

time Hi th Bergson • s vi.tal time, by. welding_ the two into one 
'• 

conception of space-t:i,me, in· ·contr·ast ·to Bergso(l •Hho conceives 

of time alone as reality. Alexander conceives of sp~ce-time 
' 

as the f.irst principle of reality. He put~ fon;.rard a. vie\-v 
.· 

I 

of evolution in which from space-time emerges matter, from 

matter life, from life emerges consciousness·and frar 

consciousness emerges value. This has been· explained by 

' ' 

Alexander by what is called an ·emergent principle. 
' '· ' 

But it 

appears that Alexand~r•.s, v"iew of 'evolution' comes as a sort of 

logical stunt to escape. the' imp.asse created by his initial 

assumption of the primordial chana:cter of space and time. 

His theory does not, explain ho"'{ a, new property arises at 
' .. ·. .. ., . 

every stage of evolution. His idea of reality as. a, pyramid 
' '' . 

having space-time at the base and Deity at ·the apex does: not 
' 

serve the end, if space-time is devoid. of the element of 

creativity. 

Both Bergson and Alexander conceiv'e of time or space.:..time 

as ultimate and. actu"at': '"n'ut acco~ding to ~vhi tehead, ai though 

space and time are ;Li1tegral to reality, still reality is not 

identified with time as in Bergson or with 'space-time as in 
I ' ' I 

Alexander. Space and time are said to be abstract 
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potentialities that derive tneir ~ist:ertce solE7lY ·t'rom actual 

occasions. For Whitehead26 Nat~re is a ·proc~Ss which can also 
~----:-- I I I '• 4 ' o • I •/ 

be ter:med as the passag~'of ,nature. 'Ihe passage of nature is 

such a fundamental fact that in our ·experience of it we come 

into contact with the ultimate metaphysical charqcter of the 
I I ' ' 

universe~ .... Th~ PS!~ss\.ge ot:. n.atu . .r:-'e~ · Whitehead says., . is exhibited 

equally in spatial t.t;apsi t.ion as well as in temporal transi-

tion. ii1hitehead .makes a· clear di_stinction :Qetv.;een ·the 

passage of nature and·, serial time, since serial time exhibfts 
'I 

only some of .. the properties of this ·passage. 'l'o refer to 

Whitehead, 11 'l'ime is kno"-m to me as an. abstraction t'rom the 

passage of events •.. · ·rue· fundamental faCt which tender's this 

.abstraction possibl~ 'is th.e passing of· nature, its develop-

. t ' d 127. ment, ~ s creat~ve a vance' • 
'I 

We are .told that· space and time are ··abstractions from 

the passage of nature. with its extensive character. ··fue 

creative advance involves the ,notion 9f becoming; but 
1 ' lo I 

becoming is not to be understood in terms of a \lniquely 

serial advance, as in the classical notion of time. In 

Whitehead's conception the temporal process of the universe 

is not one single linear succession but a group of linear and 

serial processes, anQ. each of thes~ linear se'ries constitutes 
: :2'8-

a space-time system. ',' 

'.I'he notion of duration i<;> o£ 'decisive impoDtance in 
' I 

~fui tehead • s philosophy of time. ln,. his worqs, '1a duration is 
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a cross-section of the universe; it is the·immediate present 

29, 
condition of the world at scme epoch 11 

-

The passage of nature is to be understood in terms of 

the flow of durations. ·l'he coi?-cept of 'durat.i-,on forms the 

basis for Whiteheads' c~nception ·of sin1ul tanei ty 1 by which he 

means the whole course 'of nktuie contempor.ary with the 

specious present of any percipieqt. It is limited in time 

but unlimited in sp~ce. 

'I'he present writer d9es not think herself canpetent 

enough to enter into a detailed discussion 0f Whitehead's 

theory of time. However I in order to understand the 

di·stinguisb·ing· features· of Whiteheacl"s conception, it may be 

ccmpared with that of Newton and Einstein en the one hand', 

and Bergson ahd' 'Al·exander .. on the other. According to to the 

Absolute theory of Newton, both space ana time are independent 

systems of entities ; time is the ordered system of duration-

less instants and space is a system of extensionless points. 

For Newton a point is something ~evoid of structure, but it 

is said to be everlasting and unchanging. ln the same way an 

instant is devoid of any content. Space &'1q time are not only 

unrelated to each other, but also unr~lated to' and independent 

of the changes that oceur in this world. It is obvious that 

such a view cannot account for the passage or process of 

nature. 'l'hough in the concepti6n of Bergson and Alexander 

space and time are integral to reality, Bergson invests time 
' 



with the status of ult'imate reality. and Alexander ma}<es 

space and time the very stuff of the universe. 
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For Whitehead, however, though space and time are funda

mental and integral to reality, in themselves they have the 

status of £Otentiaties. ·rime and spa~·e,.erit~r as constituent 

relations between occasions :and events. 'mere is space and 
'' 

there is time because 'there are .. actual 'entities and events. 

Apart from them th'ere is nei•ther space nor time. Actual 

occasions, Whitehead says, furnish the only reasons for the 

existence of space and .time. ~uch a conception does not· 
' . . .3·0. 

elevate space· and ·time to· ·sta);'us· of ultimate principles • 

In rejecting the absolute theory of spa~e and.time, 

which entails the rejec,t;ion of the notions of 1 absolute 

notion 1 and • absolute pQsi:ti on • . in 1 absolute space •, . . . . '' . ' 

I'Jhitehead reconstructs· a new philosophy· of time by conceiv:ing 

sp?-ce and time. as a re~.at.ion hetween ev·ents. Wh.i. tehead seems 

to have an unambiguous and de.fini te meaning of space - that 

space is independent of matter vli th its contingent properties. 

In this respect he is in agre~ment with Kant and ~ewton. But 

in holding a relational theory of space and time he is in 

agreement with Einstein as again,st .L\!ewton .', .j:n other words 

his philosophy of time reconciles the r.elational th'eory of 

space and time supported by .c;ins'tein 1 s theory· of. H.elativity 

with the lo;Jical and factual considerations brought forward 

by Newton and Kant. ·.Lne only possible relata~ of Whitehead's 

relational theory of space and time are events. 
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